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AN END TO HAYFEVER MISERY?
The Qu-Chi (Koo-Chee) point on the outer
elbow has been used for thousands of years 
by acupuncturists and in traditional Chinese
medicine to treat sinus 
problems, eye complaints,
allergies and skin problems.
This band, which fit onto
either side of your elbow
uses the same technique 
and is suitable for children
as long as it fits snugly. 
£7.49 from Amazon

A CENTRE OF BRILLIANCE
I took my first child regularly to the
OCC (Osteopathic Centre for Children)
when it was housed in Harley Street. I
found the level of expertise and kindness
reassuring in that first year of mother-
hood: they aim to ‘re-balance children's
bodies, enabling them to harness their
own resources to optimum effect’. 

After other venues, the OCC has just
re-opened with a new clinic in
Wandsworth, where it will be able to
offer 30,000 treatments a year to
babies, children, pregnant women and
post-partum mothers. The centre relies
on donations to maintain its brief of 
providing osteopathic treatment to ante
and post-natal mothers and children
regardless of their ability to pay. 
c fpo.org.uk 22a Point Pleasant,
Wandsworth, SW18 1GG.

CUDDLETWIST
What girl (little and not so little) is
not going to love the Cuddletwist
super-absorbent hair towel? Made
from bamboo fibre, which is 60%
more absorbent than cotton, it 
literally draws moisture out of the
hair. Not only that, it holds the hair
comfortably in place. Simply twist
and fasten. Suitable from 18
months to adult. 
£8.99 from c cuddledry.com

STICKING TO A 
WINNING FORMULA
We featured the Pitta Patta brand years ago
when they were just starting out and are so
pleased that they have grown bigger
without losing any of their key characteris-
tics. We love the latest Everyday Essential
Elly range, which uses the symbol of the
Elephant, one of the most family centred of
all animals. Gorgeous smelling shampoo and
bodywash, bubblebath, barrier cream and
moisturising lotion. 
£9.50 each c pittapatta.com

Top celebrity chef 
launches babyfood
Celebrity chef Aldo Zilli has just launched a
new organic baby food range into supermar-
kets after much research and many kitchen
trials. The first batch is
available for babies
aged 4–12 months.
We loved the Zilli
Fishy Dishy. £1.29
from Waitrose and
Ocado, and soon at 
all supermarkets.

ALLERGIES 
BY SOF MCVEIGH
If you are allergic to
something, your body
basically treats it like a
foreign body and attacks it as part of
the immune response with histamine,
hence the remedy of giving anti-hista-
mine to subdue the effects caused by an
over zealous histamine reaction.

Over the years, I have found several
things that help. First of all, work out
what it is that you are allergic or intoler-
ant to. One way is by Kinesiology, or
muscle testing, whereby if your muscle
becomes weakened then the substance
being tested is not good for you (go to
c kinesiologyfederation.co.uk for more
information). Or make an apopintment
with Dr Stossier (although not cheap). 
c viva-mayr.com/en.

The other way is to try to ‘treat’ the
allergy. Homeopathic treatment may
take a while to get to the root of the
issue, so in the meantime several reme-
dies are good for reducing symptoms. 
MY TOP THREE ARE: Euphrasia – eye
bright, used homeopathically or herbally
as drops, excellent for any eye-related
symptoms; Wyethia – homeo-
pathic remedy for itchy pallet,
mouth and nose; Allium cepa
– red onion for streaming eyes
and runny nose. 

Nutritionally, many foods
contain histamine, which is
created as food decays, so avoid smoked
meats, aged cheeses and processed
food. Certain minerals and vitamins are
essential for efficient histamine metabo-
lism like zinc, calcium, vitamins B6 and
C. Fresh fruit and vegetables are crucial
– some contain Quercetin, which is
thought to be anti-inflammatory and
anti-histamine, also available as a sup-
plement (by Viridian). Dr Stossier also
has a great anti-histamine supplement.
While we’re on the gut, keep an eye on
parasites. If your body is battling
against worms, it is less able to sort out
the histamine! 
Sof McVeigh is a West London homeopath
specialising in women and children. 
c sofmcveigh.com

Making fish oils palatable
You just need a small squeeze each day. They really do
taste more than ok and your kids will be queuing up to take
their daily dose. £17.99 for 473ml c healthyandessential.com
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